
Messages
Artists, craftspeople and designers have often used art to convey messages. In the Gilgamesh Tablet, Assyrian craftspeople pressed tools into soft clay 

to tell the story of a great flood. Large carved stones were used by Scandinavian craftspeople in the Viking age to convey pictorial messages. Teresa 
Munn writes with slip trailed clay to explore relationships with the landscape. The sculptor Gary Breeze carves into a variety of different materials 

highlighting written texts and messages.
Jaume Plensa uses letterforms in his large-scale figurative sculptures to convey spiritual messages.

Research appropriate examples and create your own three-dimensional response to Messages.
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These stone tablet carvings are a sculptural carving a

rt. The Celtic Art is usually associated with 

repetitive patterns, spirals, knots, foliage, and animal f

orms. In these specific tablets there is a message 

being portrayed. The characteristics I am hoping to 

be able to mirror in my work and the spirals, knots 

and animals (more specifically dragons/snakes).
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I particularly like this stone tablet. It looks very neat and

symmetrical. The spirals are intricate and create an interesting pattern.

The figures at the top are created with the same amount of 

detail, making the whole piece look well composed.



This is another tablet which caught my eye. It looks simple

but it still has its details and specific characteristics. The

dragons are another feature that captured my attention. They

are something that I will be looking to replicate in my

own work.



This is my first attempt at making a 

component for my stone tablet design. 

Sadly SketchUp seems to not give me 

enough creative freedom and I will have t

o present my ideas as a model out of 

real materials.
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Gary Breeze focuses on public art. Usually the  le

ttering on the structures have some relation   to t

he place where they are based. He also       uses 

a range of materials to create his work.

The messages which he carves are mostly 

ordered by a client. The material is also, very 

often selected by the client, possibly pushing 

Breeze out of his comfort zone which I will try 

to replicate. 



This particular piece caught my eye. It 

is simple and yet it looks pleasing. 

The lettering may not make sense to 

everyone, but it somehow adds to the 

pleasing visuals. The piece also has a use    an

d therefore is even better for the                com

munity.



This is another piece that I find particularly    in

teresting. On the outside it looks like a

block of granite. Even though the 

mysterious inscription on the outside is 

interesting, the hidden garden inside is 

even better. Breeze put fissures in the 

block, which would allow the public to

look inside.



This is my first attempt to adapt             Br

eeze’s work. The first change that I   mad

e was changing the original               letter

ing. However, I think that this way I canno

t portray a   message and              therefo

re  I will have to develop another adaptati

on.
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This is my second idea for an adaptation of Breeze’s work. In

stead of Roman Numerals I decided to use 

a fictional alphabet from the video game ‘Warframe’.           P

erhaps I could   use these hieroglyphs to create shapes?

First Attempt
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Here is my first drawing when it comes to my final e

xam. This will be my first model. The target of   maki

ng this drawing and making the models out of differ

ent materials is figuring out what material I     like th

e most and which one it is the easiest to     work wit

h. My most preferred material will be the  one I use i

n my final piece.
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Here is my first drawing of the Roman 

Numerals which I would like to carve into 

stone. They are quite simple which is 

something that I would like to change in my

carving. 
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Here are my first three models from the drawing shown earlier.

Model 1:

Made out of Styrofoam. This material i

s very easy to work with. It is easily cu

t with a hot wire. The problem is    that 

the final look which is achieved does n

ot match the authentic look of the origi

nal Celtic tablets.

Model 2:

Made out of cardboard. This material  is 

also easy to work with. The problem is t

hat the air spaces inside it make it  trick

y to make intricate cuts and to       focu

s on details. The final look again,  is not 

as authentic as I would like it to be.

Model 3:

Made out of a different type of cardboard. 

Looks similar to the drawing but again, air

spaces can make it difficult to cut in the details.

Once again, it does not look as authentic as I 

would like it to look. I will have to find a different 

material.
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Model 4:

Made out of wood. First, it was laser-cut     o

nto the wood. I used a saw to cut out the       

excess wood and then went around the      d

esign  as close as possible. It looks          plea

sant and is identical to the drawing.      Howe

ver, I cannot go in and    focus on the small d

etails due to lack of the required      equipme

nt. I could spray paint it to look like stone and 

therefore authentic, however it   would not lo

ok as good as it needs to be.  Another mater

ial required. 
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Model 5:

Made out of stone. I used a chisel to slowly apply pressure to the stone. After I carved it in a drill was used to make   holes 

into the stone. The holes go all the way through and let light through them, creating a more ambient effect. One risk was t

hat the stone would snap. The solution is drilling slowly and making sure that the drill stays straight. I like      this material a

s it is not too difficult to work with. It looks authentic to the original designs and the risk of it breaking is quite low as long a

s too much pressure is not applied. 

I tried to make the Roman Numerals after that as well. They turned out quite well. The depth of each numeral is the   same 

which was not too difficult to achieve as long as too much pressure was not applied. I like how they came out,  however I 

would like to make my final piece more challenging. It is likely that my message will be portrayed more        through the im

age of the model than the writing that I might put on it. 
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This my first personal idea. It will all be made out of stone. The knots

in the cross will stick out, creating contrast with the stone around it which

will not be as elevated. I will attempt to carve the cross in such a way that

I will have more stone left on top of it which I can use to carve out the snake.

I would like to make the model as realistic as possible which could turn out to be 

negative in the long run. The snake might be too easy to snap which would

be a problem, but I do believe that I can achieve my target as long as I  work calmly  

and do not apply too much pressure.  
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Here I wanted to see the realistic size of the cross. The cross was laser

cut onto a piece of cardboard. I have placed it on a regular sized building

block. I believe that this carving is more than achievable in the time we are 

provided with. 
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Test Piece Number 1:

I decided to follow through with my snake and cross idea. I started carving a           po

rtion of the cross into a small piece of rock. Firstly, I altered my initial idea and     tried 

to make it so the knots on the cross stick into the cross rather than out. I now see that 

I don’t like this idea and I will come back to the original one. 

Here is also where I encountered my first major problem. I tested out what the      wor

k would turn out like if I used a larger chisel. I simply used it to chip away some of the 

excess stone from the side. Sadly the pressure was too much for the stone  and it sna

pped. In my final piece I will not use the large chisels as it would be too    risky. 
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This is my final test piece before the actual exam. I 

went through with the initial idea of the cross’     kno

ts sticking out which achieved the required      effec

t. I also used a small chisel which resulted in the sto

ne not breaking. A saw was then used to   cut off th

e excess stone on one of the cross’         sides. The 

required shape was achieve and I am now more co

nfident that the final piece will be      where it needs 

to be.
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Picture

Jörmungandr, The Midgard (World) Serpent, is one of the

most significant figures in Norse Mythology. Its name 

translates tom ‘huge monster’. The Serpent was believed to   be 

a Giant and child of the Giantess Angroboda and the the

Trickster God, Loki. 

In ancient Norse Mythology it states that Odin threw               Jör

mungandr in the ocean surrounding Midgard, hoping that 

the waves will destroy him. However, the serpent not only 

survived, but grew so huge that it was eventually able to wrap it

self around all of Midgard and bite its own tail. This is where the 

name, The Midgard (World) Serpent comes from.

The Giant is a key member of Norse mythology not only 

because of his story and the way he came to be, but because of 

what he is meant to do in the future. It was believed that 

when Ragnarök (the destruction of the world ) comes,              J

örmungandr will have a major role to play. It is believed that 

the Giant serpent will fill half of the world with poison by           p

oisoning the seas and the skies. His final actions would be    figh

ting his enemy, The God of Thunder, Thor and to die in 

the process. However, because of his poison, it is said that 

Thor would die with Jörmungandr, leaving the Gods with one

less powerful ally. 



Picture

I wanted my final piece to present the importance of Jörmungandr in    No

rse Mythology. To do the Serpent justice, I used stone so the design woul

d look authentic. Here is the rest of the process:

1.I drew my idea

2.The drawing was scanned and put into a laser cutter

3.A piece of stone was put in the laser cutter. It was activated and the  de

sign that I wanted was lightly cut into the stone.

4.I selected 4 types of chisels. A small one, for details. A small flat one, for 

the straight lines in the quadrilateral shapes in the knots. A small       trian

gular one, for the little corners in the design. Finally a bit, flat 

chisel, for getting rid of as much left-over stone as possible. 

5.First, I chiselled out the stone around the knots in the cross. After that I 

brought the knots down a little. 

6. When I was done with the details I had to bring the knots and their    sur

rounding down even more, to give enough space for the snake to     pop o

ut.

7. I carved the edges of the snake, making them more circular. After 

that holes were made with a drill in the spaces where the Serpent was me

ant to go in and around the cross. The holes were carved in the right shap

e and the stone under the snake was undercut, leaving only a       spiral sh

ape, which is the Serpent’s body. 

8.After I did this on all sides of the cross I used sand paper to sand the ed

ges of the snake, so it would be as realistic as possible.

9.At the end I made adjustments to the head of the snake, where it 

went inside the cross one last time which will help me with portraying  my 

message later on.
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Thankfully, there was more than one thing which went well. Firstly, the sh

ape of the cross was just as I envisioned it. The knots were in the 

right places and in the right shapes. The snake is as realistic as 

possible, thanks to the fluid illusion created. I also decided to not put in m

essages in written form. I want the person looking to get their own    mean

ing. Most importantly, however, the cross can stand. Without this specific 

factor I would have considered my work a failure as the point of Norse Cr

osses in ancient   times were literally to stand in the middle of towns, label

ling the town centre and a making it a common meeting    place. I 

Of course, there was some difficulties, however. The first problem we 

encountered was the speed with which the laser cutter cut. It took 

longer than expected to laser cut, meaning it took away from my time. Th

e second issue has was the saw in the workshop malfunctioning, 

which again, lead to some time loss. When it comes to actually             chi

selling I did not have that many problems. The main part of it was 

making sure that I do not go toon deep inside the stone. This happened o

nce or twice, leading to small parts of the designs to chip. Even 

though this was a problem I believe it was also an advantage as the

Chipped areas of the cross made it look more authentic, like an ancient w

ork of art.
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At the end of the day, I believe that my final design does answer my 

exam question. My exam question was ‘Messages’ and I believe that I tr

uly conveyed my message through this final piece. So, what was 

my message?

Firstly, I wanted the look of the final design to be able top portray just ho

w significant The World Serpent was in the Norse Mythology. It     was s

o significant that it was literally knotted around its foundation.

However, I wanted this design to also convey a message about         cur

rent issues. Metaphorically, the design and the story of                  Jörmu

ngandr reflects many of our issues today. The final message 

that I would like for whoever is looking at this design to understand is th

at we should not ignore problems we face. We shouldn’t just mock and 

cast aside powerful people who do or say unreasonable and          outra

geous things. We should take even small problems seriously     and take 

action as they can have catastrophic events in the long run.             


